The primary goal of genomic selection is to increase genetic gains for complex traits by predicting performance of individuals for which phenotypic data are not available. The objective of this study was to experimentally evaluate the potential of genomic selection in strawberry breeding and to define a strategy for its implementation. Four clonally replicated field trials, two in each of 2 years comprised of a total of 1628 individuals, were established in 2013-2014 and 2014-2015. Five complex yield and fruit quality traits with moderate to low heritability were assessed in each trial. High-density genotyping was performed with the Affymetrix Axiom IStraw90 single-nucleotide polymorphism array, and 17 479 polymorphic markers were chosen for analysis. Several methods were compared, including Genomic BLUP, Bayes B, Bayes C, Bayesian LASSO Regression, Bayesian Ridge Regression and Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces. Cross-validation within training populations resulted in higher values than for true validations across trials. For true validations, Bayes B gave the highest predictive abilities on average and also the highest selection efficiencies, particularly for yield traits that were the lowest heritability traits. Selection efficiencies using Bayes B for parent selection ranged from 74% for average fruit weight to 34% for early marketable yield. A breeding strategy is proposed in which advanced selection trials are utilized as training populations and in which genomic selection can reduce the breeding cycle from 3 to 2 years for a subset of untested parents based on their predicted genomic breeding values. 
INTRODUCTION
Genomic selection (GS) was originally proposed in animal breeding 1 as a methodology to efficiently use the vast amount of marker information that was generated by new DNA technologies to predict the genetic merit of individuals traditionally estimated by best linear unbiased prediction, BLUP. 2 GS uses a training population of individuals with known phenotypes and marker data to build a model for the prediction of performance in a population of untested individuals based on marker data. GS uses this marker data in two different ways: by using markers to model relationships between individuals or by estimating the effects of each marker on the trait of interest, some of which are presumed to be in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with relevant quantitative trait loci (QTL). The predictor of an individual phenotype is the genomic estimated breeding value (GEBV) obtained as the sum of all corresponding marker effects of the individual. GEBVs are then used to rank and select genotypes, without phenotypic data, for the next generation of breeding. 3 Genomic selection has been studied or applied in several agricultural crops, trees and animal breeding programs, [4] [5] [6] [7] due to the increase in genetic gains that it provides compared with conventional methods. In a broad context, increases in selection response via GS are related to: (i) prediction of GEBV of untested individuals that do not have phenotypic records; (ii) shortening the breeding cycle; 5, 8 and (iii) improving the precision of estimates of genetic effects. 4 However, other potential benefits can be obtained with the incorporation of GS into the breeding strategy, such as: (i) increasing selection intensity by having larger populations for prediction; (ii) reducing testing effort by eliminating partially or completely the establishment of some field experiments; (iii) better planning of crosses by more effective control of inbreeding and relatedness; 9 (iv) predicting hard-tomeasure traits using correlated traits as predictors; 10 and (v) controlled reduction of genetic diversity in the short term. 9 A variety of statistical methods to predict GEBV have been implemented to deal with the problem of a large number of genetic markers and a limited amount of phenotypic data, including parametric, Bayesian and non-parametric methods, which differ in their assumptions about the underlying genetic model. 7, 11, 12 Differences between methods are usually small in empirical studies; 5 however, some differences have been reported, mostly associated with differing genetic architectures among traits. 7 At present, only a small number of studies have reported either the study or the application of GS in horticultural crops, including grapevine, 13 apple, 8, 14 sugar beet 15 and tomato. 16 None have reported GS in strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa). Owing to the challenges presented by the allo-octoploid genetic constitution of cultivated strawberry, there has been a lack of genome-wide, high-throughput genotyping capability until the recent development of the Affymetrix Axiom IStraw90 SNP array 17 and the Axiom IStraw35 array (Verma et al., 18 in press). With these resources in place, it is now possible to envision marker-assisted approaches to breeding for complex traits in strawberry. While certain traits in strawberry, particularly disease resistance, are controlled by major genes located to a single subgenome, [19] [20] [21] other traits are 1 controlled by alleles across multiple subgenomes. 22 In the University of Florida strawberry breeding program, which develops cultivars for annualized winter and early-spring production systems, the genetic architectures of several complex yield and fruit quality traits 23 have been described, for which no significant QTL or only a few minor-effect QTLs have been detected. 18 The objective of this research was to experimentally evaluate different GS approaches for octoploid strawberry and to define a future breeding strategy for its operational implementation, using the University of Florida strawberry breeding program as an example. The focus of this study was on the use of datasets from different trials and years to perform true validations, in which a model is trained in a given trial/year and applied in a test population from a separate trial/year. A secondary objective was to estimate linkage disequilibrium in the germplasm tested in order to inform interpretations of GS results and GS implementation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant material and field trials
The strawberry genotypes included in this study were a representative selection of parents, current named cultivars and advanced selections of the strawberry breeding program at the University of Florida, Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences. Four clonally replicated field trials corresponding to stage 1 (T1 trials, consisting of unselected seedlings generated from a circular mating design), and stage 2 (T2 trials, consisting of advanced selections selected as seedlings in previous years) were established at the Gulf Coast Research and Education Center in Balm, Florida, USA, during the 2013-2014 (T1/2013, T2/2013) and 2014-2015 (T1/2014, T2/2014) seasons. There were 62 full-sib families arising from 22 parents in a circular mating design in trial T1/2013 and 60 full-sib families arising from 31 parents in a circular mating design in trial T1/2014. However, the total number of families tested in these trials was 76 and 70, respectively, as they included other selected crosses and control checks. The advanced selections from T2/2013 originated from 122 crosses among 86 parents, and those from T2/2014 originated from 109 crosses among 64 parents. Several advanced selections and control checks were common among pairs of trials, and there were many common ancestors among the genotypes evaluated (Table 1) .
Germinated seedlings from the mating designs (T1 trials) were transported to a summer nursery near Monte Vista, Colorado, USA, for further clonal propagation by runners. Before establishment, all individual plants were weighed such that transplant weight (g) could be used as a covariate for a given trait. In contrast, runners and crowns from the advanced selections (T2 trials) were propagated by Crown Nursery near Macdoel, California, USA, for clonal propagation and transplants were not weighed. Thus, T1 and T2 trials differed in propagation source.
Experimental design
For each trial, clonally propagated genotypes were arranged in a randomized complete block design. T1 trials from both seasons had three clonal replicates per individual and three raised beds per replicate block, with each bed subdivided into eight subplots, each with a common control to account for environmental variation along the bed. T2 trials had five clonal replicates per individual, one raised bed per replicate block and seven to nine subplots. In all trials genotypes were established as singleplant plots. The total number of individuals tested in the field for each trial is presented in Table 1 . The test sites were prepared and maintained following standard commercial practices for west-central Florida, USA. Fertilization, weed management and pests and diseases control varied between seasons according to environmental conditions.
Phenotyping and genotyping
Data for all traits was gathered on an individual plant basis. Fruit harvests were made weekly from the last week in November to the middle of March in both seasons. A total of six yield and fruit quality traits were evaluated in each trial. All ripe fruit were harvested and counted. Early marketable yield (EMY, g per plant) was obtained as the marketable weight of all fruit harvested until the end of January. Total marketable yield (TMY, g per plant) was calculated as the weight of all marketable fruit harvested until the middle of March. Average fruit weight (AWT, g per fruit) was estimated as the TMY divided by the number of marketable fruit. Total unmarketable (cull) fruit (TC, %) was evaluated as the proportion of total fruit that were unmarketable due to small size ( o10 g), disease, malformation and any other quality defect. Soluble solids content (SSC, %) was calculated as the average of five measurements in each season. One ripe fruit per plant was hand-squeezed onto the prism of a handheld digital refractometer. Not all plants had ripe fruit at all harvest dates due to different ripening patterns.
A reference population of 1628 individuals, out of a total of 1834 genotypes, belonging to the four tests were genotyped with the Axiom IStraw90 SNP array. A total of 28 828 high-quality markers were segregating in these individuals. Quality control was implemented in which those markers with minor allele frequencies (MAF) o5% and with missing marker data 45% were eliminated. Hence, a total of 17 479 markers were available for further statistical/genetic analysis. Missing values for each of the markers (0.38%) were imputed based on the average allele frequency.
Preliminary estimation of genetic parameters
The following generic linear model was fitted to each of the traits and trials separately using the raw data:
where, μ is the overall mean; w is a covariate of the initial weight of a transplant, and β is its associated coefficient; r is a fixed replication effect; b(r) is the random effect of bed within replicate, with bðrÞMVN 0; σ
is the random effect of plot within bed, with pðbrÞMVNð0; σ e =r, with r corresponding to the harmonic mean of the number of replicates of each genotype in each trial. The covariate of initial weight w was only measured and included in trials T1/2013 and T1/2014 for the traits where it was significant (evaluated by a Wald test using a significance level of 5%), and some of the other designs terms b(r) and p(br) were considered according to the design layout. Note that both term b(r) and p(br) were included to assist with control of spatial variability.
In order to evaluate genotype-by-environment interaction (G × E) for each of the traits, a model was fitted that combined the raw data from each pair of tests as:
where, μ is the overall mean; t is the fixed effect of trial; w(t) is the covariate of initial weight of a plant within a trial; r(t) is a fixed effect of replicate within a trial; b(rt) is the random effect of bed within replicate and trial, with b rt
is the random effect of plot within a bed, replicate and trial, with pðbrtÞ MVNð0; σ 2 p D P ); a is the random The diagonal indicates the total number of parents (first value) followed by the number of cultivars or advanced selections in each trial (second value).
Below the diagonal are the common parents represented between pairs of trials, and above the diagonal are individuals (cultivars or advanced selections) represented between pairs of trials.
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additive effect of a genotype, where a MVNð0; σ In order to obtain an adjusted phenotypic mean prediction, y adj , for each genotype to be used in the genomic prediction approaches, the following model was fitted for each of the trials and traits:
where all terms were random effects and were previously defined with the exception of g which corresponds to the total genetic value (that is, clonal value) and here it was assumed to be a fixed effect. All of the previous models were fitted using ASReml v. 3.0, 25 which estimates variance components based on residual maximum likelihood using the raw information available from the field trials. In all cases, residuals were checked to verify assumptions, and no important departures from normality were observed.
Methods of genomic prediction
In order to evaluate the performance of GS, six contrasting methods were assessed in this study. The selected methods corresponded to: Bayes B, 11 Bayes C, 12 Bayes Ridge Regression, BRR, 26 Bayesian LASSO, BL, 27 Bayesian Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces, RKHS 28 and Genomic BLUP, GBLUP.
29
The Bayesian methods address the problem of small number of observations (n) and a large number of parameters (p) to be estimated (n o op) by restricting the size of the regression coefficients via shrinkage or regularization. 11 The package BGLR 30 implemented in the package R version 3.1.1(ref. 31 ) was used to estimate genomic predictions for Bayes B, Bayes C, BL, BRR and RKHS, with the response variables corresponding to the adjusted phenotypic mean values obtained previously (Equation 3).
The Bayesian models for continuous variables are represented by the equation y = 1μ+Xβ+e, where y is the vector of adjusted phenotypic observations, μ is an intercept, β is a vector of marker effects associated to the columns of the marker incidence matrix X, and e is the vector of residual effects. The conditional distribution of marker effects of these models differ in the allocation of priors, which determine the type of shrinkage or variable selection imposed on the estimates. 32 In Bayes B and Bayes C, a mixture of two different finite prior densities is used, a point of mass at zero and a Gaussian slab for Bayes B and a point of mass at zero and a scaled-t slab in Bayes C. In BRR a Gaussian prior density gives similar shrinkage to all marker effects and in BL a double exponential prior density causes a size of effect-dependent shrinkage on the estimates. 32 In this study, each of the different prior densities were defined by using the default hyper-parameters presented in Perez and de los Campos. 32 In preliminary work, different parameters were evaluated but these did not show any important differences over the default recommended parameter values.
BGLR also implements RKHS regression which was proposed for the prediction of genetic values by Gianola 28 and have been applied for complex traits in wheat breeding and animal breeding. 33 This method uses a function or Reproducing Kernel (RK) that maps 'marker genotypes Kðm i ; m i 0 Þ from an input set onto a real line that must satisfy In this method, the observed numerator relationship matrix (A g ) is replaced by the kernel matrix (K), using a Gaussian prior evaluated by the square Euclidean distance between markers. 34 The bandwidth parameter h, and the residual variance indexed by a scale and degrees of freedom parameters were set using default values. 32 In GBLUP, an observed numerator relationships matrix, A g , was obtained using all 17 479 markers with no imputation for missing values. This matrix was calculated by using the equations described by Yang et al., 35 and later an inverse of this matrix was generated implementing bending due to the presence of non-positive eigenvalues. 36 Markers quality control, generation of the A g matrix and its inverse were all performed with the software GenoMatrix. 37 This matrix was later used, based on the adjusted phenotypic values, to fit a simple animal/individual model of the form: y = 1μ+Za+e, where a MVNð0; σ 2 a A g Þ and e MVN 0; σ 2 e I À Á . Model fitting for GBLUP and pedigree-based analysis, PBLUP, together with the generation of genomic predictions for each of the genotypes was performed with the software ASReml-R 38 as implemented for the statistical package R version 3.1.1. 31 
Evaluation of GS methods
The assessment of the different GS methods, for each of the traits and trials, was done by calculating the predicted ability (PA) and the prediction accuracy (PACC) of the genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV). PA was estimated as the correlation between the adjusted phenotypic value and the GEBV, corrðy adj ;âÞ, based on a given GS model. This was done by fitting the model with marker data and phenotypic data from a given trial as training population (for example, T1/2013), and predicting to itself by a fourfold cross-validation, and to other trials as a true validation (for example, T2/2013, T1/2014, T2/2014). Cross-validation was performed by randomly selecting four-fifths of the individuals for the training population and the remaining fifth as the validation population, repeating the procedure until all individuals in the trial were validated. Cross-validations are expected to generate higher PA and PACC than true validations given that training and validation datasets are the same, which increases the risk of model overfitting.
The PACC of GEBV, or the correlation between the true genomic breeding value and the predicted breeding value,corrða;âÞ, for a specific 18 unpublished data). Because of stringent mapping parameters and in order to minimize gaps between SNPs, a few linkage groups (LG) were subdivided into two groups. Orientation and subgenome specificity of each LG were assigned according to van Dijk et al. 40 In order to evaluate the contribution of LD and genetic relationships on the accuracy and efficiency of GS methods, LD parameters were calculated for the entire T2/2013 and T2/2014 population sets. Common SNPs between the mapped markers and the 17 479 SNPs chosen for the genomic analysis were extracted. A common set of 4841 SNPs were distributed in 28 LGs and analyzed for extent of LD. Pairwise LD (r 2 ) for each LG was estimated using the R package LDheatmap. 41 The genomic relationship matrix derived from each LG was estimated using GenoMatrix software 37 and used for the estimation of LD corrected for relatedness r 2 v À Á utilizing the LDcorSV package in R. 42 
Selection efficiency
Parent selection efficiency was used to experimentally evaluate the performance of PBLUP, GBLUP and Bayes B versus indirect selection in a true validation context. This consisted of calculating the ratio of genetic gain when selecting the top 5 and 10% genotypes obtained by using incomplete information versus complete information for selection. The incomplete information scenario consisted of using a GS model trained in trial T2/2013 to predict genetic values in trial T2/2014, using only marker data from T2/2014. This represents a typical GS strategy in which phenotypes have not yet been obtained. In the complete information scenario the predicted genetic values from the trial T2/2014 were calculated using both the phenotypic and marker information from T2/2014 by fitting a GBLUP model. This represents best available analysis practice given that both phenotypic and marker data T2/2014 were available for ranking and selection. In theory, a perfect GS model would achieve 100% of the genetic gain (100% selection efficiency) achieved in the complete information scenario.
RESULTS
Quantitative genetic parameters A summary of the phenotypic data are presented for each of the trials and traits (Supplementary Table S1 ). In general, there was a wide range of phenotypic variability for each trial and trait under study. For the single-site analysis of each of the trials based on the model from Equation 1, moderate to low levels of narrow-sense heritability values (h 2 ) were found (Table 2) . However, there are important differences between trials, where T2/2014 had some of the lowest heritability values. The highest average h 2 across trials was found for AWT (average of 0.38), and the lowest levels were detected for TMY and EMY (averages of 0.17 and 0.18, respectively). Broad-sense heritability (H 2 ) averages were high (0.62 for AWT) to moderate (0.38-0.47) for the remaining traits. Non-additive effects varied on average across trials and years between 0.20 for EMY to 0.27 for TMY, however, there was a high range of variability of non-additive genetic effects between different combinations of traits and trials.
Type-B additive genetic correlation estimates showed a wide range of G × E interactions, with no interaction for AWT and SSC, low to moderate for TC and high for EMY and TMY (Supplementary Table S2 Genomic selection in strawberry SA Gezan et al.
training population sizes for T1/2013 and T2/2013 were different (647 vs 244), the average PA across the five traits were similar (0.24 and 0.27) to predict T1/2014 and also similar when both 2013 trials were used to predict T2/2014 (0.38). For the model fitted in T1/2013 to predict T1/2014, Bayes B exhibited the highest PA for all traits, while GBLUP and RKHS were the lowest. For the model fitted in T1/2013 to predict T2/2014, GBLUP again had the lowest PA for most traits, whereas RKHS performed much better, even higher than Bayes B for some traits. In general, Bayes B, closely followed by RKHS, gave the best predictive abilities across all traits, with average PAs of 0.323 and 0.317, respectively; whereas GBLUP had an average PA of 0.305, and Bayes C, BRR and BL gave intermediate values.
Of special interest are the models built for T1/2013 and T2/2013 to predict T2/2014, due to their higher PA estimates compared with the other two models presented in Figure 1 Table S3 ). These results are in contrast with those for true validation which used independent testing populations.
Prediction accuracies calculated from the true validation models had average values ranging from 0.37 to 0.75 across the GS methods with largest average values for the traits SSC and TMY, and lowest for TC (Table 4 ). The prediction accuracy for the traditional pedigree-based analysis (PBLUP) showed lower values for all traits compared with all GS methods, with an average predictive accuracy of 0.45 across traits, in contrast to 0.59 for the average of the GS methods, a clear indication of the advantages of molecular data to perform predictions. The trait that presented the lowest prediction accuracy, TC, was particularly poor for PBLUP (0.16).
Linkage disequilibrium (LD)
A set of 4841 SNPs, common between 17 479 polymorphic SNPs chosen for genomic selection analysis and 14 332 genetically mapped SNPs, were distributed in 28 LGs (Supplementary Table  S4 ). The overall length of the genetic map was 1695.46 cM. For T2/2013, the average intra-linkage group regular pairwise LD (r 2 ) was 0.26 and LD corrected for relatedness r Figures S1 and S2 ).
Selection efficiency
The efficiency of parent selection for each trait, expressed as a function of genetic gains, and obtained by performing selection of the best 5 and 10% of genotypes using the complete information scenario (combining the phenotypic information with molecular data to select the highest performing genotypes in T2/2014 in terms of breeding value), against the incomplete information scenario (genetic predictions from a model fitted with T2/2013 but predicting genotypic performance in T2/2014 using markers only) is presented in Figure 3 and Supplementary Table S5 . We would expect 100% efficiency in terms of genetic gain if all individuals selected (top 10%) in T2/2014 using a model trained in T2/2013 are exactly the same as those selected using both phenotypic and molecular data from T2/2014. This figure indicates that, for some traits, efficiencies above 50% can be achieved with the use of predictions from GS models fitted in T2/2013 based on incomplete information. The lowest values were found, as expected, using PBLUP and for the lowest heritability traits EMY and TMY. The differences in efficiency of selection between the GS methods GBLUP and Bayes B were smaller, with Bayes B giving an average selection efficiency across traits of 52.2% vs 48.3% for GBLUP, and 36.0% for PBLUP.
DISCUSSION
The main objective of the present study was to evaluate GS methods in octoploid strawberry, with the practical aim of incorporating the GS in strawberry breeding, using the University of Florida strawberry breeding program as an example. The magnitudes of PA, PACC and selection efficiency obtained for five complex traits indicate that genomic selection is a promising tool for genetic improvement of quantitative traits in strawberry. In particular, high prediction accuracies and selection efficiencies from true validations, using independent trials from two consecutive years, strongly support the potential utility of GS in a practical strawberry breeding context. In general, our PA estimates are consistent in magnitude with other studies using true validation, as is the case in apple, 8 sugarcane 43 and bread wheat. 44 For cross-validations within training populations, predictive abilities were higher than for true validations across trials/years, apparently due to overfitting. Several studies have shown that the prediction accuracy decreases when cross-validation within the same training population is compared with true validation based on independent trials. 45, 46 Furthermore, based on cross-validation, RKHS or GBLUP would appear to be the best choices for the Abbreviations: AWT, average weight (g/fruit); EMY, early marketable yield (g/plant); SSC, soluble solids content (%); TC, proportion of total culls (%); TMY, total marketable yield (g/plant).
application of GS. In contrast, for true validations Bayes B gave the highest average PA and the highest average selection efficiency, and performed particularly well for the lowest heritability traits (EMY and TMY) for which genetic gain is at a premium. The crossvalidation PA estimates of this study are within the range of other plant and tree studies, as reported for tomato, 16 bread wheat 44 and Maritime pine. 47 PACC estimates of SSC using cross validation reported for tomato, 16 sugarcane 43 and sugar beet 48 are smaller than our estimates for the same trait using true validation. However, larger estimates of PACC for SSC were reported in an apple study (PA = 0.86) compared with the present study, possibly due to higher LD (r 2 = 0.32) in the studied population.
14 As the models evaluated in this study are based on prediction of additive genetic effects, parent selection and selection of crosscombinations are of the most immediate relevance. However, strawberry cultivars are deployed as clones, and the prediction of non-additive genetic effects would be of great value in the future for predicting clonal performance. Indeed, the high proportions of non-additive variance for all traits under study (Table 2) indicates the need to fit GS models that account for non-additive genetic effects in the future. Some univariate genetic models with nonadditive effects 46, 49 have shown small to moderate improvements in prediction accuracy and bias reduction. In addition, a recent study of GS on rice hybrids using univariate and multivariate models indicated that, in single trait models, PA is improved for some traits by including dominance effects. 50 On average the Bayes B method had higher PA and PACC than the other methods for all traits and trials in the present study, and was superior to GBLUP. This was particularly the case for the yield traits EMY and TMY. However, the difference of PACC estimates for AWT and SSC between Bayes B and GBLUP were very small, indicating that the methods perform equivalently for these traits in the T2/2013 and T2/2014 populations. For some trials and traits, RKHS gave similar results to Bayes B. RKHS is a method that has shown better results that other methods in some studies, and its superiority is attributed to the capture of some non-additive effects. 28, 51 In a simulation study in Asian rice, RKHS performed better than GBLUP, Bayesian methods and other non-parametric methods when traits had high heritability, presence of epistasis and were controlled by a large number of QTLs. 52 In a simulation study comparing PBLUP, Bayes B and GBLUP under different genetic models (that is, major QTL model, rare variant model and the infinitesimal model), Bayes B showed higher accuracy of breeding values for the QTL and rare variant models and similar accuracy for the infinitesimal model. 53 In a simulation study in barley, under a high-density marker scenario, two Bayes B models with different priors (π) had better prediction accuracies when the trait was controlled by less than 20 QTL, than RR-BLUP and a BLUP model based on the marker relationship matrix. 54 Moreover, the authors concluded that the BLUP models mainly capture genetic relationships, whereas the Bayesian models captured both genetic relationships and marker-QTL associations based on LD.
These previous studies suggest that the moderate difference (0-15%) in PACC for Bayes B over GBLUP in the present study may be due to the better capture of QTLs in LD with markers, particularly for the yield traits EMY and TMY (Table 4) . On the other hand, genetic relatedness might be just as important as LD for traits such as AWT and SSC. The fact that PBLUP had some value for indirect selection in this study, particularly for AWT and SSC, is indicative of the strong pedigree connectivity within the main breeding population at the University of Florida (Figure 3 ). This is not surprising, as this main or 'elite' breeding population results from over twenty generations of phenotypic recurrent selection. The LD estimates from both T2/2013 and T2/2014 indicate strong pairwise marker associations, even at distances of 10 cM or more and even when correcting for genetic relatedness (Figure 2 ). Although differences in marker density across LGs resulted in variability between r 2 andr 2 v among LGs (Supplementary Table S4 ), the average marker density across the genome was 2.86 marker per cM, which is adequate for genome-wide LD estimation. 14, 46 For comparison, the genome-wide estimates of LD for T2/2013 (r 2 = 0.26 and r 14 Although some studies have been designed to partition observed prediction accuracy into the portion due to LD and the portion due to genetic relatedness, [54] [55] [56] [57] the present study was not designed to allow such a partitioning.
From a breeding standpoint, it is noteworthy that predictive abilities for the true validation from T2/2013 to T2/2014 were nearly as high on average as those from T1/2013 to T2/2014. The predictions from both T1/2013 and T2/2013 to T2/2014 are important for selecting parents because T2 populations contain the parent pool for future crossing. Besides, it is expected that the PA and PACC will increase as the population size of the T2 training populations is augmented by combining marker data from successive cycles of breeding. Several authors have shown the impact of increasing the size of the training population and improving the genetic relationships between training and testing populations on the estimation of prediction accuracy. 4, 7 Both T1/2013 and T2/2013 showed similar average PA across all traits when predicting T2/2014 despite the fact that both shared a similar number of parents, 29 and 40, respectively, with T2/2014 but had different population sizes (647 vs 244). This discrepancy might be explained by the fact that the T1 populations are seedling populations from mating designs of about 60 crosses, plus controls and other specific complementary crosses, and T2 is derived from the T1 trials, plus advanced selections from previous T2 trials with lower genetic diversity than T2. This disparity between trials reduces prediction ability in T1 trials due to more genotypes from different crosses and increases PA in T2 due to a higher ratio of genetic relationships between T2/2013 and T2/2014.
The T2 trials also have added practical value in that these trials are essential for phenotypic testing of advanced selection performance as clones. On the other hand, the T1 trials are comprised mainly of unselected seedlings, and their main value lies in estimation of genetic parameters and parental breeding values. Thus, these results suggest that a cost savings could be obtained by eliminating yearly T1 replicated trials and focusing Breeding strategy transition to an approach combining marker-assisted seedling selection (MASS) for major loci and genomic selection (GS) as an early parent selection method for complext traits. The incorporation of GS for parent selection allows the use of first-year seedlings in crosses prior to their inclusion in a replicated advanced selection trials (T2). Trials of unselected seedlings (T1) will be eliminated in favor of increasing the number of genotypes evaluated in T2 trials, which will be used as training populations for future GS models.
efforts on T2 replicated trials for both phenotypic testing of clones and training GS models for future parent selection. This is what we propose for the University of Florida strawberry breeding program (Figure 4) . By focusing effort on T2 trials, perhaps including a greater number of genotypes and measuring additional traits, resources can be used in a more focused manner. Here seedlings can be predicted for parental performance one year prior to their inclusion in the next T2 trial. Thus, some genotypes that are predicted by GS to be the best parents for a combination of traits can be immediately selected as parents. Under this scenario, the breeding cycle can be reduced from 3 to 2 years for some selections. Our study has shown that efficiencies from early selection are not optimal ( Figure 3) ; however, they provide relevant genetic gains at an earlier time without requiring the phenotyping of the individuals. For example, by using Bayes B for average weight, it is possible to achieve~70% of the optimal genetic gain 1 year earlier.
In summary, where both phenotypic and marker data are available in strawberry breeding populations, GS models should allow more precise breeding value estimates compared with models utilizing only pedigree information. In addition, with appropriate statistical models such as Bayes B, parent selection efficiencies near to and even 450% can be obtained for several commercial traits when phenotypic information is not yet available. For some parents predicted early to be top performers, this methodology may allow a reduction of the breeding cycle from 3 to 2 years, with the goal of increasing genetic gains over time for several complex yield and fruit quality traits. The results also suggest that replicated advanced selection trials have potential as training populations for predicting parental performance in the next cycle of breeding. In the future, we plan to expand this study to the prediction of clonal performance, as well as the potential of GS for seedling selection within full-sib families, should a reduction in genotyping costs make this approach economically feasible in strawberry.
